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Abstract—Ordered trees are trees in which the left to right
order among siblings is important. Trees shows repetitions in
their intern structure, using this redundancy, this paper seek
to reduce the complexity of tree structures by merging its
isomorphic subtrees producing a directed acyclic graph without
losing data
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Trees are among the most important nonlinear structure
arising in computer science. They appear in many fields to
represent hierarchical data such as XML data formats, genealogical studies [1], computer vision [2], pattern recognition
[3], programming compilation and natural language processing
[4].
The main problem with tree structure is the number of vertices when it became more and more important this influences
complexity of algorithms and makes them ineffective in face
of massive data. However,tree structure is characterized by
some internal repetitions of structures. This notion is closely
related to the definition of self-similarity in natural trees.
Hence, the problem of tree compression seek the elimination
of the structural redundancy appearing in trees. For this,
similar parts in a tree are condensed, resulting in a directed
acyclic graph (DAG). This avoids unnecessary duplication of
different instances of the same graphical object and allows to
manipulate efficiently massive data.
In this paper we focused on the particular class of ordered
labeled trees which are trees whose nodes are labeled and
in which the order among siblings is significant. Thus we
consider the problem of ordered tree compression with no loss
of information we then introduce and study in next section
some definitions and make some notational conventions. In
Section 3, we will use tree isomorphism to identify identical
tree patterns in an ordered tree. Based on this and on the
previous definitions and their properties, we will present an
algorithm able to compress an ordered tree into a DAG and
its reverse version that allows the recovering of the initial tree.

II. P RELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
A. Trees
A directed graph G = (V, E) consists of a set V of vertices,
a set of edges E, each edge is represented by an ordered pair
of vertices (x, y) where x is called the parent of y and y the
child of x. The set of children of x is represented by child(x)
and nx denote the size of child(x). For any k ∈ {1..nx } xk
represents a child of x. A vertex x is called an ancestor of an
other vertex w and w is called a descendant of x if there exists
a sequence of vertices (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ), called a path, such that
x1 = x and xn = w, and for each consecutive pair of vertices
(xi , xi+1 ), xi is the parent of xi+1 . The ancestor-descendant
relation on the set of vertices of a directed graph is a partial
order relation on the set of its vertices denoted by ≤.
The order (i.e., number of vertices) of a graph G = (V, E)
is denoted by |G| and the number of vertices in a subset of
vertices X ⊆ V is denoted by |X|. A rooted tree is then
an acyclic, connected, directed graph T = (V, E) in which
every vertex except one (the root r) has exactly one parent
vertex: the root has no parent. A node with no children is a
leaf and otherwise an internal node. T [x] denotes the subtree
of T rooted at x which contains all the descendants of x, and
the empty tree and the empty graph are both denoted by φ =
(φ, φ).
The depth of a node v ∈ V , depth(v), is the number of
edges on the path from v to root(T ). The in-degree of a
node v, deg(v) is the number of children of v. We extend
these definitions such that depth(T ) and deg(T ) denotes the
maximum depth and degree, respectively, of any node in T .
The height of a node v ∈ V , h(v), is the maximum number
of the edges on the path from v to any leaf in T .
An ordered tree is a pair (T, S ) where T is a rooted tree
and S ={x ,x∈T} is a set of total order relations such that
for any vertex x of T x is a total order relation on child(x)
[5].
A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is a graph containing no
directed cycle (but which may contain cycles). In a DAG, the
ancestor relationship is a partial order relation [5].
B. Tree isomorphism
Let us consider two rooted ordered trees, T1 = (V1 , E1 )
and T2 = (V2 , E2 ). A bijection ψ from V1 to V2 is a tree
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isomorphism if for each (x, y) ∈ E1 , (ψ(x), ψ(y)) ∈ E2 and
for each xi , xj from child(x) with xi  xj we have ψ(xi ) 
ψ(xj ) where  is a total order relation on child(x). For each
x ∈ V , let c(x) denote the equivalence class of x.
If there exists an isomorphism between two structures T1
and T2 , the two structures are identical up to a relabeling of
their components. In this case, we write T1 ≡ T2 . We show
in Fig.1 an example on such trees relation.
Fig. 2. An ordered tree. σ(B) = σ(D) = σ(E) = {θ} labeled 0, σ(C) =
{0, 0} labeled 1, σ(A) = {0, 1} labeled 2.

T [y 0 ] are isomorphic. Thus T [x] and T [y] are isomorphic as
well.
D. Overview on tree reduction

Fig. 1. T1 [1] and T2 [1] are not isomorphic, while T1 [2] and T2 [2] are
isomorphic sub-trees.

C. Signature of a vertex
Godin and Ferraro defined in [6] the signature of a vertex x ∈ T for unordered trees as a multiset σ(x) =
{(J, n(x, J)), J ∈ Q(T )} where Q(T ) is a quotient graph
obtained from T using equivalence classes of the isomorphism
relation on the set of T subtrees and n(x, J) the number of
children of x that have class J.
It’s obvious that a multiset defines the vertex signature in an
unordered tree since there is no order between sibling. However, ordered trees require some order between the children of
a vertex thus we propose an adaptation of this definition for
our approach applied to ordered trees.
Definition 1. (Signature of a vertex) The signature of a vertex
in an ordered tree is defined as an ordered set of his children’s
signatures for the root and internal vertices and {θ} for a leaf.

Signatures recursively characterize vertices which have
identical equivalence classes, based on the signatures of their
children. We use σ(x) to denote the signature of the vertex
x. Fig.2 shows an example of an ordered tree with its set of
vertices signatures, while Proposition.1 gives the fundamental
characteristic of tree isomorphism on which rests the ordered
tree reduction.
Proposition 1. ∀x, y ∈ T, T [x] ≡ T [y] ⇐⇒ σ(x) = σ(y).

Proof. a) Let us consider two isomorphic subtrees T [x] and
T [y], in other terms c(x) = c(y). Then by definition σ(x) =
σ(y).
b) Let us consider two vertices x and y in a tree T such
that σ(x) = σ(y). This implies that |child(x)| = |child(y)|,
and ∀x0 ∈ child(x), ∀y 0 ∈ child(y), where x0 , y 0 are of the
same order in respectively child(x) and child(y), T [x0 ] and
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The aim of the tree reduction is to transform a rooted tree
T into a directed acyclic graph denoted D = (V, E). Each
vertex of D corresponds to an equivalence class of T subtrees.
All subtrees belonging to the same class are isomorphic. The
reduction of a tree may contain the same information as the
initial tree, and may also allow the recovering of the initial
tree.
The problem of constructing a compression of a tree has
been raised early. Godin and Ferraro [6] proposed two algorithms for rooted unordered trees, the first one based on vertex
signature and computes the reduction of an unordered tree
in time O(|T |2 deg(T )log(deg(T ))). The second algorithm
use edit distance to detect isomorphic subtrees in a bottomup manner. The main idea is to compute the distance from
a tree T to itself. It’s natural that the resulting distance is
null, but as a by-product, all the distances between any two
subtrees of T are computed recursively in close to quadratic
time. Since a null distance between two subtrees denotes the
existence of an isomorphism between the two structures. Given
the complexity of the edit distance computing algorithms, the
complexity of this solution is also important and comes up
to O(|T |2 deg(T )log(deg(T ))) for the used Zhangs algorithm
[7].
In an other proposition [8] authors went far from a compression of tree in width to a higher compression in both
width and height by merging isomorphic structures in width
as in the preview work then introducing new techniques
for compressing substructure in the resulting DAG that are
not exactly isomorphic as they are nested within each-other.
Authors present a formal way to create DAGs with return
edges that compress in hight the resulting DAG G(V, E) in
O(|E|) time.
III. C OMPUTING O RDERED TREE REDUCTION
A. Computing vertex signature algorithm
The signature of a vertex as it was defined as the succession
of the children signatures is built recursively in a bottom-up
manner. Function add signatures in Alg.1 computes the list
of signatures of all T vertices.

Property 1. Ordered tree vertices signatures can be computed
by function add signatures in worst case time O(n2 ) where
n = |T |.
Algorithm 1: Vertices signature computation.
Data: Ordered Tree T = (V, E)
Result: List of signatures of T vertices
Function add signatures(T );
foreach leaf l ∈ V do
l.signature = [];
l.signaturelabel = 0;
list signature = [[]];
n signature = 1;
N :=the list of leafs from V ;
while N is not empty do
foreach vertex n ∈ N do
foreach vertex m ∈ child(n) do
n.signature+ = [m.signaturelabel];

Fig. 3. The quotient graph corresponding to tree of Fig.2.

Definition 2. In the ordered list {a1 , a2 ..an } associated to an
edge (I, J) and denoted by l(I,J) , each ai represents the order
of a child of class J among the other sibling in the initial tree
T.
To illustrate this definition, starting from the quotient graph
of Fig.3, we present in Fig.4 the complete reduction of tree
of Fig.2 including the ordered lists associated to each edge.

if (list signature.contain(n.signature));
then
n.signaturelabel =
list signature[n.signature];
else
list signature+ = [n.signature];
n.signaturelabel = n signature;
n signature+ = 1;
empty N ;
add to N all not signed vertices for which all
children have a signature;
return list signature;

B. Ordered Tree reduction algorithm
Let us now consider the equivalence relation defined by the
tree isomorphism on the set of (complete) sub-trees of a tree
T = (V, E) as defined in Property.1.
The essential step in the reduction is to build a quotient
graph GQ = (VQ , EQ ) from T (V, E) using the equivalence
relation on T vertices, VQ is the set of equivalence classes I
on V , and EQ is a set of pairs of equivalence classes such that
(I, J) ∈ EQ if and only if ∃(x, y) ∈ E and class(x) = I,
class(y) = J.
For the example in Fig.2, VQ = {0, 1, 2} and
EQ
=
{(class(A), class(B)), (class(A), class(C)),
(class(C), class(D))} = {(2, 1), (2, 0), (1, 0)}. The the
resulting quotient graph GQ = (VQ , EQ ) is shown in Fig.3.
A quotient graph GQ obviously condenses the structural
contained in the tree T . However, for each vertex the children
order is very important in ordered trees and GQ does not
contain this information. We thus consider how to augment the
definition of GQ so that the resulting condensed representation
can be used to reconstruct the original tree. For this, we shall
associate an ordered list to each edge of EQ as seen in Def.2.

Fig. 4. The Tree reduction of tree of Fig.2.

Before presenting Alg.2, the method computing the reduction of an ordered tree based on the vertices signatures and
on the quotient graph construction, let us formally define the
resulting reduction graph.
Definition 3. Given an ordered tree T and its quotient
graph GQ = (VQ , EQ ) regarding the isomorphism relation on T , we define its reduction graph R(T ) as a DAG
D = (node list, edge list) in which node list = VQ and
edge list = {(e, le ), ∀e ∈ EQ }.
Property 2. The Tree reduction algorithm compress an ordered tree in the worst case time of O(n2 ) where n = |T |.

Fig.5 summarizes steps for computing a tree reduction of
an ordered tree through an example.
The DAG contains practically all informations contained
in the initial tree T that allow its reconstitution from its
compression R(T ). Alg.3 presents a recursive algorithm for
the tree reconstitution.
Property 3. The Ordered Tree reconstruction is performed in
the worst case time of O(|R(T )| × deg(R(T )).
C. Properties of tree reduction
We notice that the tree and its reduction are equivalent and
contain exactly the same data.
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Algorithm 2: Tree reduction algorithm.
Data: Ordered Tree T = (V, E)
Result: DAG D = (node list, edge list)
node list = [];
edge list = [];
list signatures = add signatures(T );
foreach node x ∈ V do
n = new N ode(x.signaturelabel) ;
if (!node list.contain(n));
then
node list+ = [n];
else

Algorithm 3: Tree Reconstitution.
Data: DAG D = (V, E)
Result: Tress T = (node list, edge list)
Function Reconstitution(Dag node m,T ree node
f ather):;
node list = [];
edge list = [];
if (m is a leaf);
then
create T ree node n;
node list.add(n);
else
create T ree node n;
node list.add(n);
foreach Mi ∈ child(M ) do
foreach i ∈ e(M, Mi ).list() do
create T ree edge
et =(n, Reconstitution(Mi , n, i));
edge list.add(et );

foreach node x ∈ V do
for i = 1; i ≤ child(x); i = i + 1 do
e = newedge;
e.begin = x.signaturelabel;
e.end = child(i).signaturelabel;
if (edge list.contain(e));
then
edge list[e].list+ = [i];
else
e.list = [i];
edge list+ = e;

Property 5. Any tree and its reduction have the same height.
Proof. Let T be a tree and R(T ) its reduction. Since the
proposed compression is performed in width, in such a way
that for any vertex x in T their exists a unique node I in
R(T ) with I = c(x) and for which h(I) = h(x). Then
h(T ) = h(R(T )).

return node list, edge list;

Many quantities that characterize a tree T can be directly
computed on it’s reduction R(T ), thus we define:
- n(I) = |T [x]| the size of the tree rooted in x as
X
n(I) = 1 +
|l(I,J) |.n(J)
(1)
J∈child(I)

Note that for a leaf of T , child(I) = φ, and then n(I) = 1.
- The number of isomorphic subtrees in T rooted in x. for
any I in R(T ):
Fig. 5. a. An ordered rooted tree T of vertices signatures: σ(e) = σ(f ) =
σ(g) = σ(h) = σ(k) = σ(j) = {θ} labeled 0, σ(d) = σ(i) = {0, 0}
labeled 1, σ(c) = {0, 1, 0} labeled 3, σ(b) = {1, 0, 0} labeled 2 and σ(a) =
{3, 2} labeled 4, b. The quotient graph formed of equivalence classes where
each class gather a set of vertices of a same signature: signature of label 0
for class {g, f, m, l}, 1 for {d, i}, 2 for {d}, 3 for {c}, and 4 for {a}, c.
reduction graph R(T )

m(I) = |{x ∈ T |c(x) = I}|

(2)

m(I) = 1

(3)

if parent(I) = φ then

if parent(I) 6= φ then
m(I) = 1 +

Property 4. Any tree T can be recovered from its reduction
R(T ).
Proof. The proof is obvious from Alg.2 computing the reduction of a tree T and Alg.3 performing its reconstruction.
Recall that, for any node I in R(T ), there exists a vertex x
in T such that I = c(x).
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X

|l(K,I) |.m(K)

(4)

k∈parent(I)

- For a tree T (V, E) and it’s compression R(T ) = (Vr , Er ),
the vertex compression factor is defined by
ρv = 1 −

|Vr |
|V |

- Similarly, the edge compression factor is defined by:

(5)

ρe = 1 −

|E|
|E| − 1

(6)

IV. C ONCLUSION
This paper has considered the problem of reduction of
ordered trees where the trees are compressed in width using
internal repetitions of their structures. Isomorphic subtrees are
replaced by a unique class in the reduction. The efficiency
of the compression algorithm is quantified by a compression
factor reflecting the ratio between the size of the DAG and
the size of the initial Tree. The new challenge is to adapt the
solution for a new class of trees as semi-ordered trees and
apply the solution for a real problem in particular the field of
biology and plant biology.
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